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Optimization of apertures and collimators for multi-channel plasma
diagnostics
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Aperture, pin-hole and collimator detection systems are often used in plasma diagnostics, for
example, in soft x-ray detection and bolometer systems. In this article the simultaneous optimization
of viewing-beam overlap and light yield is considered in multi-channel aperture and collimator
systems for two-dimensional~2D! tomography. This article briefly highlights the relation between
beamwidth overlap and spatial aliasing in tomography, and how aliasing can be avoided in theory
and in practice. Three-dimensional~3D! single-channel aperture and collimator systems can be
approximated by a combination of two planar systems if the aperture is rectangular. Three ways to
optimize beamwidth overlap and light yield for planar aperture and collimator systems are
considered in detail: overlap of the angular e´tendue at the full width at half maximum~FWHM!,
overlap of the geometric function at the FWHM a certain distance from the aperture, and arbitrary
overlap for a given maximum beamwidth. The combination of 2D effects from all three optimization
methods were used in the design of 3D apertures for a new multi-channel bolometer camera on the
Joint European Torus tokamak. The resulting apertures are complex, but the new camera has several
advantages over previous cameras. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1491031#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Apertures and collimators are used in radiation detec
apparatus for parts of the spectrum for which no optical
aging components are available or are practical, such a
nuclear imaging, x-ray detection, and bolometry. To av
confusion in the following, ‘‘detection system’’ will always
mean a single detector and one or more apertures, whe
‘‘camera’’ will mean a collection of several detection sy
tems. In this article the optimization of apertures and co
mators in cameras for tomography will be discussed, in p
ticular for two-dimensional~2D! emission tomography in the
field of plasma physics. Complex collimators have been
signed in the medical tomography field, for instance,
single photon emission computed tomography.1–3 In plasma
physics the apertures or collimators are usually relativ
simple. In the past, apertures in cameras have been optim
for beamwidth overlap for a given coverage,4–8 but less at-
tention has been given to optimizing the light yield. Here,
simultaneous optimization of rectangular aperture or co
mator systems in terms of several parameters will be
cussed. Three-dimensional~3D! rectangular aperture an
collimator systems can be described approximately as
combination of two independent planar~2D! systems. Al-
though the underlying geometrical mathematics is simp

a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed; electronic
Christian.Ingesson@jet.uk
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when apertures and collimators are optimized independe
for two perpendicular planar systems, the combined situa
becomes quite complex. In nonrectangular aperture and
limator systems the geometrical description is far mo
complex9 and it is more difficult to optimize various quant
ties simultaneously; this is outside the scope of this artic
The approximate separation of 3D aperture and collima
systems into two planar systems is particularly suited to
tomography of poloidal cross sections on tokamaks and o
fusion devices, but can also be applicable for tomograp
diagnostics in low-temperature plasma physics.

The structure of this article is as follows. Section II in
troduces the quantities used in the optimization of apert
and collimator systems. Furthermore, it considers for wh
overlap of beamwidths the level of spatial aliasing is acce
able in multi-channel cameras. Three different methods
optimize planar aperture and collimator systems are
cussed in Sec. III. Section IV describes the consequence
these optimizations for the design of 3D systems for a
lometer camera on the JET~Joint European Torus! tokamak.
The results are discussed in Sec. V.

II. CRITERIA FOR VIEWING-BEAM OVERLAP

In 2D tomography it is necessary to assume that
diagnosed quantity, here taken to be emission from an o
cally thin plasma, does not vary in the direction perpendi
lar to the reconstruction plane over a thickness that is m
sured by the 3D detection system~see Fig. 1 for the layout of
il:
0 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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detection systems and cameras!. This thickness is determine
by the aperture/collimator and detector sizes in this perp
dicular direction. The maximum thickness for which this a
sumption is valid is an important parameter to optimize
light yield of the detection system. The aperture/collima
and detector sizes are also finite in the reconstruction p
in order to achieve an acceptable light yield and signal
noise ratio; this leads to detectors viewing along beams
finite width. Other beneficial effects of finite beamwidths
addition to a higher light yield are described below.

Convenient quantities to describe the beamwidths in
reconstruction plane for 3D detection systems and how
use these in algorithms for 2D tomography have been
scribed in Ref. 10: the angular e´tenduee(j), the geometric
function ~in real space! K(x,y), and the e´tendueE. These
quantities can be expressed in terms of the geometric fu
tion in projection space k(p,j).9,10 Here p and j are param-
eters of a line of sight and are the distance from the line
chosen origin and the angle between the line and the pos
x axis, respectively. For a viewing direction in the reco
struction plane (p,j), the value ofk(p,j) reflects the prop-
erties of the viewing system in the direction perpendicula
the reconstruction plane. More precisely,k(p,j) ~units:
rad m! is defined as

k~p,j!5E
2`

` E
2p/2

p/2

h~p,j,z,x!cosx dx dz,

whereh is a filter function for rays~the straight ray being
parametrized byp, j, height above the reconstruction planez
and angle with the reconstruction planex!, which is the at-
tenuation of the ray, or zero if the ray does not go through
entrance pupil of the detection system.9,10 If the sizes of the
detector and apertures of the detection system are small
respect to structures in the measured object, the angular´ten-
due ~units: rad m2!

e~j!5E
2`

`

k~p,j! dp ~1!

conveniently describes the beam shape as a function of v
ing anglej. This is particularly useful if neighboring lines o
sight form a viewing fan, i.e., if all average lines of sight
neighboring channels go through one point. The average

FIG. 1. ~a! Layout of a detection system in thexy reconstruction plane. The
detector and aperture will also have a finite dimension in the perpendic
z direction; when thez direction is considered in addition to thexy plane the
detection system will be referred to as three dimensional.~b! Schematic of a
planar pinhole camera and~c! schematic of a planar camera with individu
apertures for each detector. Note that in~c! walls are required between
channels to avoid light from reaching a detector through other aperture
Downloaded 03 Oct 2012 to 194.81.223.66. Redistribution subject to AIP l
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of sight (p̄,j̄) can be defined by the first moment ofk(p,j)
with respect top andj, weighted by the emission profile.10

For symmetrick~p,j! and an emission profile that does n
vary much over the beamwidth, the average line of sight
be approximated by the line connecting the centers of de
tor and aperture. The geometric function~in real space! de-
scribes the solid angle spanned by the entrance pupil of
detection system seen from the point~x,y!, integrated over
the direction perpendicular to the reconstruction plane~units:
sr m!, and can be calculated indirectly by10

K~x,y!5E
0

pE
2`

`

k~p,j!d~p1x sinj2y cosj!dp dj,

~2!

whered is the Dirac delta function. Cross sections ofK(x,y)
in a direction perpendicular to the average viewing direct
j̄ give the functional shape of the beamwidth. The light yie
of the detection system is characterized by its e´tendue~units:
sr m2!, which is also called throughput, and can be obtain
from the angular e´tendue by10

E5E
0

p e~j!

cos~j2 j̄ !
dj. ~3!

If the detector and aperture in an aperture system are per
dicular and unshifted in the direction perpendicular to t
reconstruction plane, the e´tendue can be approximated by9

E'
16DpDtPpPt

L2
cos~fd2 j̄ !cos~fp2 j̄ !

5
4DpPp

L
cos~fd2 j̄ !cos~fp2 j̄ !

4DtPt

L
5EpEp, ~4!

whereD and P are the half-detector and aperture sizes,
subscripts p and t denote parallel and perpendicular to
reconstruction plane, the detector and aperture are at an
fd andfp , respectively, andL is the distance between th
center of the detector and center of the aperture@see Fig. 2~a!
for definitions of these symbols#. Expressions for some o
these quantities for 3D rectangular aperture systems h
been given elsewhere.9 The approximate separation of th
3D aperture system into two planar systems is possible if
detector and aperture are rectangular and approximately
allel: in that casek(p,j), i.e., the properties of the viewing
system in the direction perpendicular to the reconstruct
plane, is only a weak function ofj.9 When it is relevant, it
will be indicated whether the quantities angular e´tendue and
étendue are for a planar~2D! or 3D detection system. Equa
tion ~4! shows how the approximate 3D e´tendue can be sepa
rated into two 2D e´tendues.

For a planar aperture system@Fig. 2~a!# k(p,j) will be 1
inside a region bounded by the curves defined in Fig. 2~b!
and Table I, and 0 outside. Therefore, the 2D angular e´tendue
is given bye(j)5Dp(j), whereDp(j) is the distance be-
tween the bounding curves in Fig. 2~b! at anglej ~see the
Appendix!. Figure 2~c! shows the resulting 2D angular e´ten-
dues. Expressions for the geometric function and e´tendue for
a simple planar aperture system with the aperture paralle
the detector are given in the Appendix.

ar
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The quantities introduced above for individual detecti
channels are useful when considering an array of detecto
a camera. In the design of a camera the following interlink
criteria play a role: number of channels~cost!, available
space, required signal-to-noise ratio, required coverage,
resolution. For a given number of channels and cover
~average lines of sight!, the aperture or collimator system
can be optimized to give suitable beamwidths and e´tendue. A
larger beamwidth has the disadvantage of reduced resolu
but also has advantages:~1! it is likely to give a larger e´ten-
due,~2! it reduces spatial aliasing in tomography, and~3! one
avoids missing information about structures in the gaps
tween beamwidths of adjacent channels. In particular, in
lometry, point 3 may be important if the total radiated pow
of a radiating object needs to be derived from the meas
ments. A beamwidth overlap at full width at half maximu

FIG. 2. ~a! Geometry of general planar aperture system and definition
quantities, points and regions. The bounding linesx«(y), where«51 . . . 4,
are defined as a function ofy in the Appendix.~b! Boundaries of nonzero
region ofk(p,j) in projection space for two aperture systems with para
detector and aperture of different relative sizes. The curves are define
the values given in Table I.~c! The angular e´tendues corresponding to~b!.
Downloaded 03 Oct 2012 to 194.81.223.66. Redistribution subject to AIP l
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~FWHM! as in Fig. 3~a! is suitable because the total radiat
power can be obtained, in principle, by summing over ad
cent channels. Traditionally, approximate overlap at FWH
has been achieved by overlaying the dashed lines of
2~a!, which connect the center of the detector and the ed
of the aperture, for neighboring detectors. In Sec. III it w
be shown that in many cases this is a good approximat
Point 2 has been considered to some extent in
literature11–13 and is discussed next for the application
bolometry on the JET tokamak.

The present vertical bolometer camera on JET~Ref. 4!
has an array of 14 detectors that view a poloidal cross s
tion of the plasma through one ‘‘pin-hole’’ aperture at loc
tion (xap,yap).The layout of this camera is similar to its re
placement camera shown in Fig. 4~normal view!. One can
define an aperture curve aspap(j)52(xap2x0)sinj1(yap

2y0)cosj, which describes all lines of sight through th
center of the aperture@here~x0 ,y0! is a chosen origin#. The
normalized 3D angular e´tendues of the channels of this cam
era are shown in Fig. 5~b!. The angular e´tendues of all chan-
nels are similar; the reason for the variation in width a
height is a cosine effect due to the angle at which the vari
detectors view through the aperture. In the following the a
gular étendue of one of the channels is assumed to be re

f

l
by

FIG. 3. ~a! Definition of quantities defining overlap of angular e´tendue and
geometric function.~b! Illustration of parallel collimator system with infi-
nitely thin walls. The collimator size is 2C and the leftover fractional colli-
mator is indicated by 2C8.
TABLE I. Bounding points and angles of the aperture system shown in Fig. 2~a!.

Point h xh yh j range Angle« tanj«

I xp1P sinfp yp2P cosfp j1→j2 1 (yI2yIV)/(xI2xIV)
II xd1D sinfd yd2D cosfd j2→j4 2 (yI2yII)/(xI2xII)
III xp2P sinfp yp1P cosfp j4→j3 3 (yIII 2yIV)/(xIII 2xIV)
IV xd2D sinfd yd1D cosfd j3→j1 4 (yIII 2yII)/(xIII 2xII)
icense or copyright; see http://rsi.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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2893Rev. Sci. Instrum., Vol. 73, No. 8, August 2002 Aperture and collimator optimization
sentative for all channelsi, i.e.,ei(j)5e(j2 j̄ i), wherej̄ i is
the angle of the average viewing direction of channeli. The
blurred measurement of channeli, f̂ i , can be approximated
by the convolution of the pure line-integral measureme
f (p,j) along the lines parametrized byp andj, i.e.,

f̂ i5 f̂ @pap~ j̄ i !,j̄ i #5E
0

p

e~j82 j̄ i ! f @pap~j8!,j8#dj8,

because the emitting structures are large compared with
detector and aperture size, or more precisely: large comp
with max~Dp!. Figure 5~a! shows the effect of blurring by the
angular e´tendue simulated for a realistic assumed emiss
profile.14 The peaks in the emission profile occur in the
vertor at the bottom of the vacuum vessel.

The Fourier transform off̂ along the aperture curve i
given by

F̂~J!5E f̂ @pap~j!,j#exp~22p i jJ!dj.

Although the variablej is periodic, and hence the corre
sponding frequency variable would be discrete, here the
riodicity of j is irrelevant because the function that is Four
transformed goes to zero at both low and highj. Therefore,
the frequency variableJ considered here is continuous.
Fourier space~for the coordinate along the aperture curv!

FIG. 4. ~a! Lines of sight in a poloidal cross section and~b! 3D angular
étendues of the new bolometer camera on the JET tokamak. Solid lines
view; dotted lines: normal view; dashed lines: coarse view. In~a! the wall
surface closest to the plasma is indicated by a solid line. The bolometer
inside a vertical port.
Downloaded 03 Oct 2012 to 194.81.223.66. Redistribution subject to AIP l
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the effect of the blurring and of the limited sampling by th
detectors is very clear@Fig. 5~c!#. The values for J
,0.1 deg21 correspond to the peak of radiation between 8
and 90°, whereas peaks forJ.0.15 deg21 correspond to the
fine structure. In this example the peak atJ'0.2 deg21 is
not sufficiently damped by the angular e´tendue@Fig. 5~d!#
which leads to noticeable aliasing. However, the amplitu
that are affected by the aliasing are relatively small, abou
factor of 5 below the zero-frequency component.

The angular e´tendues of neighboring channels overl
close to their half-maximum values@Fig. 5~b!#, as was dis-
cussed above. However, the Fourier transform of the ang
étendue has its first zero only at the Nyquist frequency 1/Dj,
whereDj is the spatial sampling rate@see Fig. 5~d!#. There-
fore, with this kind of limited overlap between angular e´ten-
dues, noticeable aliasing can occur as discussed above@Fig.
5~c!#.11–13 The lobes of the Fourier transform of the angu
étendue are so small that hardly any aliasing would occu
the overlap of the angular e´tendues were twice the curren
i.e., the first zero of the Fourier transform of the angu
étendue would coincide with half the Nyquist frequenc
However, this would lead to a significantly reduced spa
resolution. Furthermore, the emission profile used for F
5~c! is an extreme case as in other cases the aliasing e
has been found to be much smaller. Therefore, the cur
overlap between the angular e´tendue appears to be a reaso

ne

re

FIG. 5. Quantities along aperture curve for a certain assumed emis
profile as a function of the anglej in ~a! and~b! and its Fourier counterpar
J in ~c! and ~d!. ~a! Solid line: line-integral values; dotted line: value
blurred by angular e´tendue; circles: points where the blurred values a
sampled~corresponding to the detectors!; dashed curve: piecewise-linear fi
to sampled points.~b! Angular étendue normalized to the e´tendue for the
vertical KB1 detectors; the one used in the investigation is given by the s
line. ~c! and~d! Fourier transforms of~a! and~b!, respectively, with equiva-
lent linetypes and symbols. Note that~c! is on a logarithmic scale and~d! on
a linear scale. Although the Fourier transforms were carried out with
discrete Fourier transform~DFT!, the number of samples was chosen su
that the figures are a good representation of the analytical Fourier trans
and that no inaccuracies were introduced due to the small numbe
samples and the fact that the samples do not extend over the entire ran
the plasma. The dashed curve in~c! indicates the blurred function aliase
with values higher than half the Nyquist frequency@(2Dj)21, whereDj is
the sampling rate; vertical dot-dashed line atJ50.13 deg21 #; the circles
indicate the sampling points on the dashed curve.
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able compromise between maximizing resolution and m
mizing aliasing. As pointed out before, this FWHM overla
is the optimum for the total radiated power determinatio
However, in analyzing data one should always remem
that aliasing can occur. Restoration or deblurring of the m
surements is only possible if the sampling distance is m
smaller than the beamwidths.13

III. OPTIMIZATION OF BEAMWIDTH OVERLAP FOR
PLANAR APERTURE AND COLLIMATOR
SYSTEMS

A. Background

In this section different types of aperture size solutio
P~L! are found for given beamwidth overlap in planar~2D!
aperture and collimator systems. Note that two of these
nar systems can be combined into a 3D system. In the
lowing, theprojecteddetector and aperture sizes are cons
ered:D'5D cos(fd2 j̄) andP'5P cos(fp2 j̄). Figure 2~c!
shows that the functional description of the angular e´tendue
depends on whetherP',D' or P'.D' . Several branches
of solutions ofP as a function ofL for given beamwidth
overlap will be described. For a simple aperture system,
given overlap cannot be maintained forL,LP50 , i.e., the
distance for whichP50. However, the given overlap can b
achieved for smallerL if one considers a collimator system
instead. We only consider the simplest collimator syst
with walls parallel to the average viewing direction, whic
extend all the way from the detector plane to the apert
plane @Fig. 3~b!#. For such a collimator system the sam
equations as for the aperture system can be used, with
difference that the detector surface is subdivided into a n
ber of subdetectors with the size of the collimatorC, i.e.,
D8'5P'5C is substituted forD' andP' in the equations.
As a limiting case~the highest e´tendue that can be obtained!
the collimator walls are assumed to be infinitely thin. W
integer division there can ben5D'/C collimators on the
detector surface; this we call the ‘‘integer collimator.’’ On
can also make use of the leftover collimator of sizeC8
5D'2nC @see Fig. 3~b!#. BecauseC8,C, the beamwidth
of that collimator is always narrower than the other bea
widths and does, therefore, not affect the beamwidth ove
criterion. However, it slightly raises the resulting e´tendue.
This type of collimator system we call ‘‘fractional collima
tor.’’

In this section simplified planar apertures and collim
tors are considered withfd5fp5 j̄ @see Fig. 2~a!# because
this leads to simpler equations for which many properties
be considered analytically and deeper insight can be gai
However, the methods described are general and in Sec
they are applied to an aperture/collimator system for wh
fdÞfpÞj̄ . For convenience all distance quantities in th
section are normalized to the~half! detector size~effectively
D51 is chosen!. The ~half! aperture sizeP and two-
dimensional e´tendue as a function of detector-to-apertu
distanceL is considered for this fixed detector size and giv
beamwidth overlap. Three different types of beamwid
overlap with neighboring channels are considered: overla
the FWHM of the angular e´tendue, overlap at the FWHM o
Downloaded 03 Oct 2012 to 194.81.223.66. Redistribution subject to AIP l
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the geometric function, and fixed width of the angular e´ten-
due or geometric function. The parameters, such as be
width, used in the example figures in this section, have b
chosen so as to highlight the different features of the vari
optimization methods, and may be far from realistic valu
~as used in Sec. IV!.

B. Overlap at full width at half maximum of angular
étendue

As indicated above, the angular e´tendue is the most use
ful quantity to describe the beamwidth in the case of adjac
lines of sight in the shape of a fan. In this section we wou
like to optimize the e´tendue while the angular e´tendues of
adjacent channels overlap at the half maximum. From
Appendix, Figs. 2~a! and 2~b!, and Table I, it is clear tha
Dp(j), and, therefore, alsoe(j), have a complicated func
tional dependence on cosj and sinj. However, Fig. 2~c!
shows thate(j) can be approximated very well by thre
straight lines. Therefore, for a given separation between
jacent channelsDj, the overlap criterion can be express
approximately as follows@see Fig. 3~a!#

1
2 uj42j1u1 1

2 uj32j2u5Dj. ~5!

For the simple aperture system withfd5fp5 j̄ and the de-
tector straight behind the aperturej152j4 and j352j2 ,
Eq. ~5! can be written as

arctanS P1D

L D1UarctanS P2D

L D U5Dj.

Figure 6~a! shows three different solution branches forP as
a function of L for a given Dj: the aperture solution with
P.D for L.LP5D52D/tanDj, the aperture solution with
P,D for LP5D,L,LP505D/tan(Dj/2), and the collima-
tor solution forL,LP5D . The collimator branch is a straigh
line C(L)5L tan(Dj)/2. For L@P the asymptotic limit of
the P.D aperture branch isP(L)'L tan(Dj/2) @see Fig.
6~a!#. For smallDj one has tan(Dj/2)'tan(Dj)/2 and thus
LP50'LP5D and the collimator andP.D aperture
branches lying very close to the straight line of t
asymptotic limit. The asymptotic limit corresponds to th
dashed lines from the center of the detector in Fig. 2~a! and
is thus equivalent to the beamwidth overlap criterion that
been used regularly in the past. From the present analys
is clear that this is a very good approximation for smallDj.

The approximate 2D e´tendue according to Eq.~4! has
been calculated for the various solutionsP~L! and is shown
in Fig. 6~b!. The two branches for the collimator are wh
was defined as integer collimator and fractional collimator
the previous subsection. The discontinuities in the inte
collimator curve correspond to increases inn as one goes to
smallerL. It is easy to show that the 2D e´tendue has a limit
2D tan(Dj) for L→0; note that this corresponds to infinite
many collimators and thus requires infinitely thin collimat
walls. For someL the 2D étendue has been calculated an
lytically ~see Appendix! @points in Fig. 6~b!#, which shows
that the approximate 2D e´tendue of Eq.~4! is a very good
approximation in most cases. The angular e´tendues for some
icense or copyright; see http://rsi.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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of theseL are shown in Fig. 6~c!. The functional shape of the
angular e´tendue for largeL hasj3'j4'Dj/2, thus almost
square, whereas forP'D it is almost triangular. The differ-
ence in angular e´tendue values for theP.D and P,D
branches is also evident~solid and dashed line!; because the
functional shapes of the angular e´tendue for the two branche
is similar, theP.D branch will probably always be prefer
able because it results in a higher e´tendue.

C. Overlap at full width at half maximum of geometric
function

The overlap of the angular e´tendue as in the previou
subsection is an average overlap along the viewing beam
the distance between neighboring detectors is larger than
maximum beamwidth, the beams may not overlap physic
at all, only the angles overlap. In some cases it may be be
to require the beams to overlap at a certain location. With
loss of generality we take the origin in the center of t

aperture and rotate the coordinate system such thatj̄5 1
2 p ;

this means thaty is the distance to the aperture andx is the

FIG. 6. Results of optimized overlap of 2D angular e´tendue for angle dif-
ferenceDj525°. ~a! Optimum half aperture sizeP as a function of distance
L. Three branches~apertures withP.D and P,D, and collimator! are
indicated and the dashed line represents the asymptotic limit of theP.D
solution for largeL. Several critical points are identified in the figure.~b!
Approximate 2D e´tendue as a function of distanceL for the three solution
branches forP. The collimator branch has two curves: the integer collima
and fractional collimator. Analytically calculated e´tendues for some dis-
tancesL are shown by open and solid circles.~c! Angular étendues for some
distancesL @solid circles in ~b!# with the type of solution indicated by
linestyle ~solid: apertureP.D; dashed: apertureP,D; dot-dashed: colli-
mator!.
Downloaded 03 Oct 2012 to 194.81.223.66. Redistribution subject to AIP l
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direction perpendicular to the beam. The new beamwi
overlap criterion can then be stated as follows: cross sect
of the geometric functions of adjacent channels should ov
lap at distancey. Note that at other distances the overlap m
be very different. Also, in this case, the distance betwe
neighboring detectors will be neglected, but it can be
cluded by increasing the widthDF below appropriately.

The expressions for the geometric function in the Appe
dix are relatively complicated functions, but often these c
be approximated by straight lines and thus one can cons
the width without taking into account the functional depe
dence of the geometric function. The width of the geome
function at a distancey can be expressed inx1 . . . x4 of Fig.
2~a! and the Appendix. The widthsDa andDb are indicated
in Fig. 3~a! and for a simple aperture system these are

Db5x42x152~D1P!
y

L
12P ~6!

and

Da5ux32x2u5U2~D2P!
y

L
22PU.

The overlap for channel spacingDF as indicated in Fig. 3~a!
is obtained if

1
2 Db1 1

2 Da5DF. ~7!

SolvingP as a function ofL @see Fig. 7~a!#, one finds that an
aperture solution only exists forL.L lim52Dy/DF ~i.e.,
whenDa50! and is given by

P5
DF

2~11y/L !
. ~8!

This solution again corresponds to the dashed lines in
2~a!. The collimator solution of course exists forL,LP5D

52Dy/(DF22D) and its functional dependence is th
same as in Eq.~8! because it is independent ofD.

Figure 7~b! shows the aperture, and integer and fra
tional collimator branches of the 2D e´tendues that follow
from substituting Eq.~8! in Eq. ~4!. The limit L→0 in this
case is 2DDF/y. The approximate values of the e´tendue
agree very well with the analytically calculated ones. So
examples of cross sections of the geometric function for
ferent L are shown in Fig. 7~c! ~the equations for the geo
metric function are given in the Appendix!. For largeL the
shape of the geometric-function cross section becomes m
square~and low amplitude!, whereas the collimator solution
at smallL gives more-triangular cross sections.

D. Fixed overlap of base of geometric function or
angular é tendue

The previous two subsections discuss very specific
teria for the overlap of the angular e´tendue and the geometri
function. In this subsection we consider fixed maximu
width, i.e., fixed maximum angular extentDj, or fixed maxi-
mum widthDb at a distancey. This criterion can be used to
specify the maximum extent of single channels, or to spec

r
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an overlap in multi-channel systems to reduce aliasing~e.g.,
Db!DF, where DF is the distance between the avera
lines of sight of neighboring channels!.

For maximum widthDb, Eq. ~6! gives at locationy and
distanceL:

P5
Db22Dy/L

2~11y/L !
, ~9!

which only has solutions forL.LP5052Dy/Db. A colli-
mator solution exists for 0,L,LP5D54Dy/(Db22D)
and is found by equatingD5P5C in Eq. ~6!:

C5
Db

2~112y/L !
.

These curves are shown in Fig. 8~a!.
The maximum angle withDj gives, withj42j15Dj,

P5L tan~Dj/2!2D,

which has solutions forL.LP505D/tan(Dj/2). The colli-
mator solution for 0,L,LP5D52D/tan(Dj/2) is

C5L tan~Dj/2!/2.

These curves are also shown in Fig. 8~a!.

FIG. 7. Results of optimized overlap of 2D geometric functionDF510D at
a distancey5100D. ~a! Optimum half-aperture sizeP as a function of
distanceL. The aperture solutions and collimator solutions are indica
Some critical points are identified in the figure.~b! Approximate 2D e´tendue
as a function of distanceL for the aperture and collimator solutions~integer
and fractional collimators! of P. Analytically calculated e´tendues for some
distancesL are shown by solid circles.~c! Cross section of geometric func
tion at distancey as a function ofx for some distancesL with the type of
solution indicated by linestyle~solid: aperture; dot-dashed: collimator!.
Downloaded 03 Oct 2012 to 194.81.223.66. Redistribution subject to AIP l
The maximum angle widthDj equivalent toDb is given
by tan(Dj/2)5Db/(2y), thus one sees thatLP50 is the
same for both maximumDb andDj solutions, andLP5D and
the solutionsP~L! andC~L! differ only by the term 1 orD in
the denominator. For smallL the solutionsP~L! andC~L! are,
therefore, very similar, but for largeL they deviate signifi-
cantly. If P is optimized for a given maximumDj, the result-
ing Db is 2P larger than if optimized for the equivalent max
mum Db.

Figure 8~b! shows the approximate 2D e´tendue for
these solutions; for the collimator branch again the inte
and fractional solutions are shown. The maximumDj
solution goes asymptotically toEmax54D tan(Dj/2) for
large L, whereas forL→0 the étendue goes toDDb/y
52D tan(Dj/2). Note that the e´tendue for maximumDb has
a maximum atLmax5(2D1A4D212DDb)y/Db.

IV. OPTIMIZATION OF THREE-DIMENSIONAL
APERTURE SYSTEMS

Ideally one has two degrees of freedom in the optim
zation of aperture systems in cameras: the distanceL and
aperture sizeP. Whether the optimization methods fo
beamwidth overlap and e´tendue described in Sec. III can b
used in the design of aperture and collimator systems
pends on the situation. Often the coverage by a mu
channel camera is chosen to be fan shaped, which ca
achieved by one common aperture for all channels, see
1~b! ~this is often called ‘‘pin-hole’’ camera!. If one uses
individual detectors that have no restrictions on their d
tance from the common aperture, the optimization meth
of Sec. III can be used. However, in many cameras array
detectors are used with fixed detector-to-detector dista
For a given fan coverage, this fixes the distanceL, and one
can use the equations of Sec. III to find theP appropriate for

.

FIG. 8. Results of optimized extent of geometric function~solid curves! and
angular e´tendue~dashed curves! for Db587.5D at a distancey5500D,
which corresponds to an angle differenceDj510°. ~a! Optimum half-
aperture sizeP as a function of distanceL. The aperture solutions and
collimator solutions are indicated. Some critical points are identified in
figure. ~b! Approximate 2D e´tendue as a function of distanceL for the
aperture and collimator solutions~integer and fractional collimator! of P.
icense or copyright; see http://rsi.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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the required beam overlap, or one can optimize the e´tendue,
but not both simultaneously. This problem can be circu
vented by having an individual aperture or a collimator
each channel@Fig. 1~c!#.

Although collimators give e´tendues similar to or even
better than aperture systems@Figs. 6–8~b!#, there can be
considerable technical complications. In reality collimato
will always have finite wall thickness, which reduces t
étendue. It may be more difficult to manufacture rectangu
collimators than rectangular apertures. Depending on
wavelength range there can be light reflections on the c
mator walls; this is a problem even for small waveleng
due to the grazing incidence. Many collimator syste
will, therefore, require antireflection features. For examp
the bolometer cameras mounted in the JET tokamak
vertor use screw-threaded cylindrical holes as collimato9

Circular collimators, however, radically change the shape
the beamwidths9 and make it impossible to optimize the pa
allel and perpendicular directions independently. If spac
available, an aperture system may be a more practical s
tion than using a collimator.

The following is a discussion of the design of apertu
systems for a bolometer camera on the JET tokamak. T
new bolometer camera was designed to replace the ca
for which an analysis was made in Fig. 5. For various r
sons a pin-hole camera could not be implemented; the m
reasons are now briefly given. To improve the signal-to-no
ratio the detectors should be cooled~resistor noise is low,
low-noise cabling can be used, and the probing voltage of
bolometers can be higher than if not cooled!; vacuum re-
quirements on the JET tokamak necessitate the cooling
tem to be contained in a secondary vacuum. It was dec
that to reduce costs the camera should be compact so
only one water-cooling and secondary-vacuum system wo
be needed for all detectors. A compact camera has the fu
advantage that it can be made to fit through standard vac
flanges~in this case a DN225 flange!, which gives the flex-
ibility to easily mount and unmount the camera witho
welding. The range of possible positions of pin holes a
angles of the detectors in such a compact camera is
limited and a regular coverage of the entire plasma cr
section could not be achieved. Therefore, individual ap
tures for each detector were needed. In addition, if a comm
pin hole were used for several groups of detectors,
detector-to-aperture distance required to obtain a reason
coverage would reduce the achievable e´tendue by a factor of
2 ~see discussion on Fig. 9 below!. Three different views of
the plasma were combined in one camera@Fig. 4~a!#: ~1! a
normal view with 16 channels covering the plasma cr
section in a similar~but slightly improved! way as the cam-
era it replaces@cf. Fig. 5~b!#, ~2! a back-up coarse view o
eight channels, which will make possible an accurate e
mate of the total radiated power even if channels of the n
mal view break, and~3! a fine view of the divertor region a
the bottom of the vessel with eight channels. The aim of
fine view is to better resolve peaks in emissivity in the
vertor than at present@Fig. 5~a!#.

The chosen detectors are the standard compact m
absorber bolometers designed by IPP-Garching,15 which are
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used on many fusion devices. These bolometers are in ar
of four detectors at fixed distances. As discussed, in the c
of a fixed detector-to-detector distance, individual apertu
give the flexibility to optimize the beamwidth overlap an
étendue independently. Figure 9 shows the approximate
étendue as a function of distanceL for a representative chan
nel of the normal view. The approximate 3D e´tendue was
found to be accurate within 1% when compared with t
numerically calculated 3D e´tendue for someL ~see Fig. 9!.
The parameters for this channel areDp50.65 mm, D t

51.90 mm, fd'fp5241°, j̄5246.25°, Djp54.6°, and
Dbt(@y53.5 m)50.5 m; in the toroidal direction the detec
tor and aperture are parallel. The angular-e´tendue overlap at
the FWHM constraint was applied in the poloidal directio
~Sec. III B! and the maximum width in the toroidal directio
~Sec. III D!. The maximumDbt in the toroidal direction was
chosen such that toroidal bending is negligible at the ma
mum distance of the views~otherwise analysis of measure
ments is complicated and blurring may occur in tomograp
reconstructions!. The étendue is seen to peak atL
5333 mm@Fig. 9~a!#. This peak is mainly the result of th
beamwidth criterion in the toroidal direction. The collimat
solutions@Fig. 9~b!#, which are complicated combinations o
poloidal and toroidal collimators, have reasonably large e´ten-
dues, but could not be implemented because of the techn
difficulties discussed above. Around its peak in the apert
branch, the e´tendue is a shallow function ofL. This means

FIG. 9. Results of optimized approximate angular e´tendue for a typical
normal-view channel with poloidal angle differenceDjp54.6°. The 3D
étendue is shown as a function of distanceL; ~a! shows a large range and~b!
shows a blowup for smallL. Above LPt5Dt

all solutions coincide. Below
LPt5Dt

there are three toroidal solutions: the dashed line is the toro
aperture solution, the solid line the toroidal integer collimator solution, a
the dot-dashed line the toroidal fractional collimator solution. For each
the toroidal collimator branches there is a poloidal aperture branch w
Pp

'.Dp
'for L.LP

p
'5D

p
', and a poloidal aperture branch withPp

',Dp
' for

LP
p
'5D

p
',L,LPp50 . Below LP

p
'5D

p
'there are two poloidal collimator

branches; from top to bottom the four curves are toroidal fractional collim
tor and poloidal fractional collimator, toroidal integer collimator and polo
dal fractional collimator, toroidal fractional collimator and poloidal integ
collimator, and toroidal integer collimator and poloidal integer collimat
For one of the branches~toroidal aperture or integer collimator and poloid
aperture or integer collimator! the numerically calculated 3D e´tendue for
someL is plotted as solid circles.
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that, because neighboring channels are similar, the samL
can be chosen for all channels of the same view with ha
any loss of performance. Actually, due to space restrictio
L5195 mm was taken. For thisL the toroidal and poloida
aperture sizes can be calculated for all channels from Eq~9!
and by solving Eq.~5! for Pp , respectively. The coarse-view
channels would have required a largerL for optimum éten-
due. But with theL optimized for the normal-view channe
the étendue is typically two times that of the normal-vie
channels, so that the signal-to-noise ratio will be good a
with this L. For the current camera parametersLP

p
'5D

p
'

,LPt5Dt
; for a different set of parameters this could be

versed and the resulting e´tendue curves as a function ofL
would look quite different from Fig. 9.

Figure 10 shows the design of the individual apertur
The detectors view from the top. The apertures with the s
optimized as discussed are at the bottom. These aperture
precision machined. To avoid cross talk between chann
walls between channels are necessary from the apertu
the detector; in other words, collimators are required. N
that this meaning of collimator is different from the multip
parallel-wall collimators discussed in Sec. III. Plain wa
would reflect light, due to the grazing incidence, even if th
were blackened. Therefore, a set of plates with holes w
carefully designed by 3D computer-aided design to prev
light reaching a detector from any other than its own apert
~Fig. 10!. The holes in the plates and at the top of the co
mator block have been designed with a suitable toleranc
not to bound the view. The plates and insides of the collim
tor block are blackened to prevent stray light. The result
‘‘collimator block’’ is complicated but can be manufacture
by means of wire erosion. As stated, the height of the co
mator block is close to the optimumL for the normal view.
The width ~256 mm! is limited by the port-flange size. To
obtain the required fan coverage, for some channels
bounding aperture had to be on the side of the collima
block. Although this reduces the poloidal part of the e´tendue,

FIG. 10. Expanded view of collimator block for a new bolometer camera
the JET tokamak. The detectors view from the top through a set of apert
Fine-view channels are at the left, normal-view channels in the middle,
coarse-view channels at the right.
Downloaded 03 Oct 2012 to 194.81.223.66. Redistribution subject to AIP l
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the toroidal part could be increased by choosing a largerPt ,
which is possible because the maximumy in the plasma is
smaller for these nonvertically viewing channels@see Fig.
4~a!#. In fact, to ease the manufacture of the collima
block, the toroidal-aperture size was chosen to be the s
for all channels of the same view.

To obtain a high resolution with the fine view in th
divertor region, the poloidal size of the apertures of the fi
divertor view was optimized to give optimum overlap of th
geometric function in the divertor@i.e., solving Eq.~7! for P
to give the equivalent of Eq.~8! for arbitraryfd , fp , andj̄#.
Figure 4~b! shows the resulting angular e´tendues for the
three views. It can be seen that, although the optimiza
was carried out separately with planar systems in the po
dal and toroidal directions, deviations due to 3D effects
small. The reason for the high angular e´tendue for normal-
view channels that have apertures on the side of the colli
tor block is the relatively large toroidal aperture, which is t
same for all channels as indicated above, for shortL. It
should be pointed out that the angular e´tendues of the norma
view are more square than those of the old camera in
5~b!, and thus that the normal view is more prone to alias
in tomography. However, the nonideal antialiasing overlap
fully compensated by the fine view that covers the only
gion where fine structure in the emission can be expecte

In addition to the reasons to design separate apert
given above, a collimator block also has other advantage
is attached to an outer screen, electrically insulated from
bolometers, that can conduct halo currents during disrupti
and thus protect the sensitive bolometers. This also me
that the shielding and earthing of the camera could be o
mized. In the JET and other tokamaks the same type of
lometer suffers from interference with lower-hybrid~LH!
waves, which are used to heat and drive current in
plasma. Although this interference has been reproduce
the laboratory, the physical mechanism has not been con
sively identified. Because the interference almost always
ated a negative signal, interference on the cabling has b
ruled out. The many apertures in the collimator block a
smallest size comparable to the wavelength of the LH wa
make it possible to minimize interference, for instance
introducing a conducting mesh in some of the apertures.

V. DISCUSSION

The design of multi-channel aperture and collimator s
tems for plasma diagnostics is not usually optimized
more than one parameter: either beamwidth overlap or e´ten-
due ~light yield!. For some applications beamwidth overla
at the FWHM is advantageous, for which it has been sho
that an acceptably low level of spatial aliasing for tomog
phic analysis is obtained in the present application. As
been illustrated with the new JET bolometer system,
equations and figures in Secs. III B–III D for planar apertu
and collimator systems can be used to determine the ach
able étendues for the required beamwidth overlap and
make the appropriate choice from possible detection-sys
layouts: ~1! detectors with a shared aperture~pin hole!, ~2!
detectors with individual apertures, and~3! detectors with
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multiple collimators. The required beamwidth overlap can
achieved for a range of detector-to-aperture distances wit
aperture size that is a function of the distance. For detec
and apertures with rectangular shape, the maximum l
yield given by the combination of the planar e´tendues in
planes parallel and perpendicular to the tomographic rec
struction plane determines the optimum distance.
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APPENDIX: SOME ANALYTICAL EXPRESSIONS FOR
PLANAR APERTURE SYSTEMS

In Ref. 9 some analytical expressions are given for a
aperture system. These are also valid for planar systems
taking k(p,j)51 inside the region given by Fig. 2~b! and
Table I, and zero outside. Therefore, Eq.~1! gives e(j)
5Dp(j), whereDp~j! is the distance between the curves
Fig. 2~b!, which are given byph(j)52(xh2x0)sinj1(yh

2y0)cosj with ~xh ,yh! from Table I and~x0 ,y0! an arbitrary
origin which cancels inDp~j!. In addition, the 2D geometric
function ~in real space! can be expressed analytically. Th
geometric function has a different functional behavior in t
various regions A, C, and D in Fig. 2~a!. Outside these re
gions the geometric function is zero. The boundaries of th
regions can easily be expressed in terms of the anglej«

given in Table I; for a giveny thex coordinate of boundary«
is given by x«(y)5x81(y2y8)/tanj« , where (x8,y8)
5(xI ,yI) for «51 or 2, and (x8,y8)5(xIII ,yIII ) for «53 or
4. A further region B needs to be introduced beyond
crossing point of lines withj2 and j3 if P',D'. In the
simple aperture system discussed in Sec. III C this is the c
for y.PL/(D2P). The 2D geometric function in poin
~x,y! can be expressed as the angle spanned from that p
by the entrance pupil of the detection system. W
tanuh(x,y)5(y2yh)/(x2xh), the geometric function in the
various regions is given by

K2D~x,y!55
uu II2u IVu for ~x,y! in region A,

uu I2u III u for ~x,y! in region B,

uu II2u III u for ~x,y! in region C,

uu I2u IVu for ~x,y! in region D,

0 elsewhere.
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This equation shows that the geometric function curve
Fig. 7~c! does not consist of straight lines, but that they a
complicated goniometric functions. In practice, howev
straight lines give a very good approximation. Some eq
tions given here and in Table I may fail at certain orientatio
of the aperture system as arctan returns a value in the ra
21

2,p, . . . ,12p, while a value in the range 0, . . . ,2p is re-
quired. Minor obvious modifications to the equations a
needed in such a case to give the correct result. For m
complicated systems and 3D systems the geometric func
can be calculated numerically with Eq.~2!.

For a simple planar aperture system, with parallel det
tor and aperture at distanceL, the exact 2D e´tendue can be
calculated with Eq.~3! to give

E52~P1D !arctanS P1D

L D22~P2D !arctanS P2D

L D
1L lnS L21~P2D !2

L21~P1D !2D .

For L@P,D the Taylor expansion of this function give
4DP/L, which is equivalent to the planar parts of Eq.~4!.
This limit is easily satisfied, as is shown by the agreem
between the approximate and analytical 2D e´tendues in Figs.
6~b! and 7~b!. It can be verified, with considerable comput
tional effort, that the integral over cross section of the ge
metric function perpendicular to the average viewing dire
tion gives the same result at any distance~this is the
conservation of the e´tendue10!.
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